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Executive Summary
As a department, CIRT is committed to providing

• A focus on opportunities for Canvas

faculty with the highest quality services and to

to support student success and other

our mission of supporting faculty through training,

institutional goals

resources, and consultation.
With an emphasis on putting Canvas to work
Dr. Deb Miller

During the past year, CIRT engaged in several

for UNF, we continue to look for ways to support

Assistant Vice President,

important initiatives, which you’ll read about in

deeper adoption of Canvas tools and on identifying

Digital Learning and

greater detail in the team reports. These include:

the opportunities that Canvas affords to support

Innovation

• The development and implementation

campus initiatives and priorities.

of a plan to improve the accessibility of
instructional materials in Canvas

Last year CIRT hosted 115 faculty workshops,

• An expansion and improvement of our video
production facilities and services

most of which were Canvas-focused. Follow up
surveys indicate that faculty overwhelmingly agree

• Continued expansion of the OER initiative in

that session objectives are clear and provide

partnership with the Thomas G. Carpenter

practical information for use in teaching and/

library

or research, but attendance at workshops is
typically low, with fewer than five attendees at
most sessions. We’ll be exploring alternative ways
to provide workshops in the coming year and
welcome your suggestions.
With a new institutional focus on student success
and well-being, and the reorganization of Student
Affairs and Academic Affairs, we have also had
new opportunities to partner with other campus
academic units on a variety of projects related to
textbook affordability, redesign of DFW courses,
expansion of digital humanities tools, and the
development of an online orientation for part-time
faculty.
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Executive Summary
CIRT staff continue to be active in their

distance learning: student support services, DL

professional communities with two national and

enrollment management, compliance, marketing

four statewide conference presentations last year.

for online programs, and the development of

In the coming year, CIRT will identify additional

new online degree programs in areas of strategic

opportunities for Canvas to support institutional

emphasis.

goals, refocus our faculty workshops to promote
practices that support student success, explore

Lastly, we made some time for community service,

the expansion of media services to student course

visiting White Harvest Farms last May. This is a

projects, streamline the online course development

fantastic organization, affiliated with the Clara

process, and partner with the UNF Writing Center

White Mission, that provides fresh food options

on the development of academic integrity modules

in a community in which fresh, affordable food is

for faculty and students.

difficult to obtain. They also offer job training and
creation for homeless and low-income veterans.

The Distance Learning Administration Team split
off from CIRT last February, creating a new unit,
UNF Online, focused on the administrative side of
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CIRT Services
Instruction and Research
• Instructional design and technology integration
• Canvas and online learning support
• Scantron test reporting and analysis
• Project consultation
• Student response system integration
• Online surveys and forms
• Data analysis software support
• Faculty website design and hosting

Media
• Print, slides, and other specialized scanning
• Audio & video recording, capturing, and editing
• Maps for print and web publication
•	Images and figures for print and web publication
• 3D printing and scanning

Equipment Checkout
• Laptops and tablets
• Cameras and camcorders
• Projectors
• Digital voice recorders
• Classroom response systems (clickers)
• External drives

Graphic Design
• Conference and event posters
• Brochures and other printed materials
•	Digital imaging (photo retouching, digitization,
etc.)
• Course banners
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Faculty Spotlights
episode ideas. She began booking guests who

A faculty project is featured in each

RECORDING AND PUBLISHING
PODCASTS THROUGH FACULTY
DOMAINS

edition of CIRT News.

Mary Treyz, Department of Philosophy and

to CIRT to record the podcast. CIRT provided a

Religious Studies

space and professional recording equipment,

would join her on the podcast, completing the
planning phase. Treyz and her guests then came

but it was Treyz and her guests who did the hard
Dr. Mary Treyz, an adjunct professor in the

work of creating the episode content during each

Philosophy and Religious Studies program, was

recording session.

interested in creating a podcast. She had a
name for the podcast, “How to Ruin Dinner —

Next came the editing process. Treyz worked with

Conversations in Religious Studies” and knew the

CIRT to clean up the audio and select opening

content she wished to cover.

and closing music for the podcast episode. Once

She even knew of some guests

edited, the file was prepared for publishing by

she wanted to invite to join

converting it to an MP3 audio file. Publishing is

her on the podcasts. So, she

the final stage of podcasting. This step can be

attended a CIRT podcasting

complex but with the use of Faculty Domains, a

workshop to learn about the

UNF-provided webspace for faculty publication,

components needed to bring

Treyz was able to easily create a website to

a podcast into existence. After

host the podcast. CIRT provided assistance with

attending the workshop, Treyz

website design and soon Treyz was publishing the

contacted CIRT for assistance.

podcast How to Ruin Dinner — Conversations in
Religious Studies.
.

CIRT staff member Andy Rush consulted with
Treyz and helped her work through the four main
stages of podcasting: planning, recording, editing,
and publishing. Treyz had the overall concept and
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Faculty Spotlights
USING OPEN EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES IN COURSES

book for use in the course, and Lee was able to

Jason Lee, Department of Leadership,

zero textbook cost course for students.

implement it in his Fall 2018 course, making it a

School Counseling and Sport Management
Through participation in the OER Initiative, Lee
Dr. Jason Lee is a Professor of Sport Management

recognized some of the challenges involved in

and the Coordinator of Sport Management Field

transitioning to OER materials including the time

Experiences in the College of Education and

required to identify and evaluate high-quality

Human Services. Lee was aware of the attention

open educational resources. Another challenge

surrounding Open Educational Resource (OER)

can be finding supplemental resources such as

Initiatives around the country and wanted to learn
more about how he could use OER to lessen

presentations and quiz banks, which are often

the financial burden of course materials for his

included with publisher materials. Despite these

students. When the 2nd round call for proposals

challenges, Lee was able to find and implement

for UNF’s OER Initiative went out last spring, he

alternative resources that accomplish the same

submitted a proposal to redesign SPM5206, Ethics

educational goals. In addition to the ebook, he also

and Issues in Sport, to use OER.

uses journal articles from library databases, and
YouTube videos.

Lee’s proposal was accepted, and he worked with
Instructional Designers and the Online Learning

Now that Lee has successfully used OER materials

Librarian to map out a plan of action and began

in his Ethics and Issues in Sports course, he is

looking for freely available instructional materials

considering transitioning other courses to adopt

though repositories such as the OER Commons

OER material. Lee has become a believer in OER

and OpenStax. He ultimately found an ebook that

materials for certain courses, concluding that the

fit the needs of his course, but it was not part of

benefit to students far outweighs the challenges.

the library’s collection. The library acquired the
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Faculty Spotlights

A faculty project is featured in each

VIDEO STREAMING OFFICE HOURS
USING TWITCH

of The Knowledge Fellowship, a group whose

Joshua Melko, Department of Chemistry

through platforms like Twitch. Melko is also part of

edition of CIRT News.

purpose is to share peer-reviewed information
The Knowledge Fellowship community.

Dr. Josh Melko, an Assistant Professor in
Chemistry, wanted to extend office hours to a

Melko wanted to use logos, emotes, and other

virtual space that would allow him to engage with

graphics to make his page feel more like a

students as if they were face-to-face. He chose to

community. He consulted with CIRT staff members

use Twitch, the video streaming service normally

Andy Rush and Mike Boyles for assistance with

used as a hangout for video gamers who watch

creating graphic elements and using them with

endless hours of

OBS. OBS allows Melko to combine various

people playing

elements on screen simultaneously and broadcast

and streaming

that screen to Twitch. The elements are housed in

video games.

a template that provides structure to the screen.

YouTube seemed

Also featured on the template are the title of the

oversaturated with

stream and Melko’s Twitter handle. By a creating

content and Melko

consistently designed logo, screen template, and

felt that Twitch better

other graphics, CIRT helped Melko redesign his

aligned with the

brand.

median age group
of his students. Melko visited CIRT to consult on

One of Melko’s goals is to be able to stream on

making his Twitch channel more identifiable as his

location in his research lab. Rush plans to have

own brand and to test live streaming hardware.

Melko come to the CIRT video production space
to use professional recording equipment and

Twitch users typically have their own customized

try out some specialized hardware for live video

graphics and avatars. The Open Broadcaster

streaming. One important piece of hardware that

Software (OBS) program allows streamers to

Melko will be testing is called a Stream Deck. A

incorporate graphics and video inputs, known

Stream Deck would allow Melko to control scenes

as scenes, in their stream. One professor who

in OBS, including videos, PowerPoint slides, and

streams on Twitch, Dr.WD40, served as an

chat windows, while he is streaming. Successful

example of what Melko was looking for in terms of

incorporation of this hardware will make on

graphical enhancements. Dr.WD40 is a cofounder

location streaming in his lab possible.
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Faculty Spotlights
ADOPTING HIGH-QUALITY, PEERREVIEWED, AND OPENLY LICENSED
TEXTBOOKS

it lacked interactive tutorials and simulations.

Jack Hewitt, Department of Physics

Astronomy Applet Project. This online resource

To overcome this challenge, he once again
sought out OERs and adopted The Nebraska
includes interactive, simulator-based laboratories

While redesigning AST2002: Basic

for introductory astronomy that Hewitt uses to

Astronomy, Dr. Jack Hewitt, Assistant

supplement the textbook. These simulations can

Professor of Physics, joined the UNF

be linked embedded within the course pages of

OER Initiative because he wanted to

Canvas for convenient student access.

incorporate open educational resources
(OERs) to decrease costs to students

Hewitt’s second goal for incorporating OERs was

while improving and updating the

to improve and update the pedagogical approach

pedagogical approach in the course.

used in the course. In selecting an OpenStax
textbook, Hewitt also integrated a social text

For his revised course, Hewitt utilized the

annotation tool called Perusall. Perusall engages

OpenStax Astronomy textbook, which is

students by creating an online environment where

freely available to be shared and adapted

students annotate readings and asynchronously

under a creative commons license (CC

respond to one another’s comments and

BY 4.0) at zero cost to students.

questions. Hewitt describes it as, “a discussion
board built into the textbook, that is automatically

The OpenStax text that Hewitt adopted includes

graded and summarized for instructors.” Since

free resources available to verified instructors,

discovering Perusall, Hewitt has used it in his

including PowerPoint slides, answer guides

astronomy lecture courses, astronomy labs,

for end-of-chapter questions, quiz banks, and

and upper-level astrophysics courses. He finds

a course cartridge that integrates the e-book

being able to read student annotations to the

and other resources into the Canvas learning

text, including asking questions and answering

management system.

the questions of other students, is exceptionally
valuable to help focus class time on the topics of
greatest difficulty.

Hewitt found this to be a good introductory
textbook for a full-term course, but it did not offer
the Tutor Beta option, and in comparison to the
publisher textbook students had previously used,
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Team Reports
CREATIVE TEAM

Mac (OSX) laptop with all the necessary software
installed. CIRT’s Video Studio and live streaming kit

The Creative Team provides teaching and research

can be used with all streaming services including:

technology support to faculty through project

YouTube Live, Facebook Live Stream, and Twitch.

consultation, media development, and general

In addition to the live streaming kit, CIRT offers

Dave Wilson

technology assistance. Key services include

a stream deck that allows faculty to preprogram

Assistant Director

equipment lending, video production, 3D scanning

up to fifteen actions, like playing a sound, or

Creative Team

and printing, graphic design, online survey tool,

displaying a graphic to use while broadcasting in

and faculty web publishing support.

Twitch. CIRT staff can also assist faculty in creating
custom graphics for faculty to use in their live

Video Production Services

stream, Twitch, and YouTube channels.

This year we increased the
efficiency and effectiveness of

New Equipment

video production services in two

This year, CIRT expended its 3D printing services

ways. First, we improved support

with a new Prusa i3 MK3 3D printer with a multi

for live streaming and a created

material upgrade, a new 360° camera and GoPro

a live streaming kit. Second,

camera, and two balloon aerial photography kits.

the Creative Team implemented

The Prusa printer can print better quality models

tools in the newly available

faster and more quietly than our older MakerBot

Office365 suite to improve video project intake,

3D printer. The multi material upgrade enables the

management, and tracking.

printer to print with up to five different materials
in the same model. This can be five colors of the

Live Streaming Support

same material, or five different types of materials.

This year the Creative Team expanded its support

It can include flexible material to create joints in a

of live streaming services to faculty by upgrading

print or water-soluble material for use as supports

the CIRT Studio with dedicated streaming

that can be easily removed, allowing the printer to

hardware and creating a portable live streaming

print more complex models.

kit with all the tools needed to live stream at
other locations. The live streaming kit contains a

The 360Fly 4K camera is a professional grade

USB camlink that converts any camcorder with

action camera that can be used for capturing

HDMI output to a live streaming input device, a

360° pictures and video and can be used for live

video camera, microphones, and a Windows or

streaming and in aerial photography.
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Team Reports
CIRT worked in collaboration with the Digital

Cover (b-roll) Library

Humanities Institute and Professor Chris Baynard

CIRT has been working on a project to provide

in the Department of Economics and Geography to

a library of cover videos of the UNF Campus

develop balloon aerial photography services. The

to faculty and departments. Cover video is like

360Fly and GoPro cameras can be mounted to a

stock photographs. The video can be used to

weather balloon and used to take aerial photos.

provide interest while a narration provides audio

Balloons have some advantages over drones.

information, or text can be superimposed over

Balloons can fly longer and are subject to fewer

the video to convey information. This year, several

flight restrictions. However, balloons are more

cover videos were created and CIRT staff started

susceptible to weather conditions and are not

investigating and testing workable interface

as mobile. Aerial photography can be useful in

solutions to make the footage more widely

fieldwork in archaeology, biology, civil engineering,

available.

and other disciplines.
Faculty Support and Consultation
The Creative Team provided a variety of services
to faculty during the past year, ranging from

Consultations by Major Service Type

creation of images and figures for publication to
clicker integration consultations. Figure 1 depicts
interactions by major service type. The distribution
of consultations by college was COAS, 55%; BCH
15%; COEHS 7%; CCB 10%, CCEC 5%, and other
academic units 8%.

Figure 1. Creative Team Consultations by Major Service Type
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Team Reports
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN TEAM

Open Educational Resources (OER)

The primary role of the Instructional Design

Initiative

(ID) Team is to support UNF faculty with the

The OER initiative is a joint project by the Center

systematic process of designing, developing, and

for Instruction and Research Technology (CIRT)

delivering instructional materials. The ID Team is

and the Thomas G. Carpenter Library that seeks to

Rozy Parlette

available to consult on instructional design best

lower college costs for UNF students by supporting

Assistant Director

practices, assist in the conversion of traditional

UNF faculty in the adoption of quality open

Online Course Development

course materials to the online learning format,

resources in their courses.

provide training and development related to the
practical and pedagogical skills necessary for

In 2018-2019, 32 faculty participated in training

developing and delivering interactive and engaging

on using OER resources and 11 faculty completed

instructional materials, and promote dialog

the initiative and fully implemented OERs in their

between instructional design professionals and the

courses. To date, the initiative has saved UNF

academic communities they serve.

students more than $120,000.
Faculty Development
The ID Team provides comprehensive faculty
development through two Teaching Online (TOL)
tracks, a DL Course Development (TOL-DCD)
module, and professional development workshops
focused on the effective use of instructional
technologies. During 2018-2019, 122 faculty
members completed TOL, which includes the
completion of 24 new DL courses via the TOLDCD module (Figure 2).
Consultation
During the past four years the ID team has
recorded 971 consultations with faculty members,
most of whom return for additional consultations
(Table 1). and seven Official QM reviews.
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Team Reports
Course Design Reviews

Interesting Facts: On average, it took 177 days to

UNF faculty can choose to submit their courses

develop an online course and complete a quality

for a quality course design review. The review

course review via the TOL-DCD module. The

is conducted by professionally trained course

shortest amount of time was 15 days and the

reviewers who use the Quality Matters (QM) rubric.

longest amount of time was 610 days.

CIRT offers three opt-in levels of quality course
reviews: Quality Design (QD); High Quality Design

During 2018-2019, members of the instructional

(HQD); and QM-Managed (QM). During the 2018-

design team presented at a national conference

2019 academic year, 46 online courses completed

and facilitated 41 faculty training workshops,

a review, including 22 nationally certified QM

which represents a 71% increase from the

reviews (Figure 3).

previous year.

Teaching Online (TOL) Seminar Completion
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Figure 2. TOL Completion
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Team Reports
ONLINE LEARNING SUPPORT TEAM
The Online Learning Support Team (OLS) provides
a high level of care and support to UNF’s faculty
so that they can focus on teaching and learning,
Daniel Mainwaring

rather than on technical issues. The OLS team

Assistant Director

assists faculty with LMS needs including technical

Online Learning Support

support, training, and course building assistance.
We are available to help seven days a week with
Canvas Accessibility Initiative

email support on weekends.

The goal of the Canvas Accessibility Initiative
LMS Support

is to promote and improve the accessibility of

Last year, the OLS team logged 4,236 interactions

instructional materials in the Canvas LMS to

with instructors, as shown in Figure 3. These

provide an inclusive and welcoming environment

interactions include course set up, quiz creation,

for all. While the initiative kicked off last spring

upload of course content, and a variety of other

with a letter from the Provost, the OLS team

services.

has been planning and preparing for the
project for most of the year. That work included

Canvas Support by Month
Jun-19

the identification and acquisition of Ally, an
accessibility checker integrated into

94

May-19

Canvas. Ally provides instructors

302

Apr-19

564

Mar-19

294

Feb-19

formats for files uploaded, such as

297

Nov-18

HTML, electronic braille, and audio,

328

Oct-18

which are available to both students

399

Sep-18

and instructors. Ally is being used to

299

Aug-18
Jul-18

also automatically provides alternative

444

Dec-18

uploaded files and guidance to make
those documents more accessible. Ally

418

Jan-19

with feedback on the accessibility of

427
170

Figure 3. Canvas Support by Month
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Team Reports

identify a baseline for the accessibility of courses

materials that combine audio or video elements

and to allow UNF to monitor the accessibility

with content. The OLL has the capability to record

of instructional materials in Canvas. The OLS

video lectures and even annotations made to

team also obtained resources for the creation

content via a touchscreen TV. An interactive

of media captions and recruited a Coordinator

projector and whiteboard with audio only, is also

of Accessibility with experience and expertise

available in this space. During the past year the

in accessibility and Web Content Accessibility

OLL saw 581 hours of booked usage from 55

Guidelines 2.1. The initiative rolled out to faculty

unique users.

in May with a Letter from the Provost. So far, the
response from faculty has been very positive with
good attendance at workshops and 67 individual
consultations.
Online Learning Lab (OLL)
The OLL provides a state-of-the-art facility to
support online learning and faculty development.
In addition to its use as a training facility, the room
allows for easy creation of high-quality online
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}

CIRT by the Numbers 2018 – 2019

CIRT provides a variety of services
from equipment checkout to high-level
project consultation. Here’s a look at
some fast facts from the past year.

C E N T E R

F O R

7 Staff conference presentations/publications
11 3D printing projects
32 Project consultations
45 UNF Faculty Domain accounts
46 Quality Matters reviewed courses
115 Workshops
122 TOL completions
251 Laptop checkouts
253 Course cards and banners developed
266 Videos produced
320 Poster prints
327 Instructional design consultations
397 OLL Bookings
685 Scantron bookings
1,680 Canvas consultations
5,441 Faculty support interactions
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Publications and Recognition
RECENT PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
Charles, T., DuBose, H., Harden, J., & Rowe, T. (2019). See What I See: Perspectives of Students with
ASD at University of North Florida. Presented at the Inaugural Conference of the Florida Digital Humanities
Consortium (FLDH). Jacksonville, FL.
Baynard, C., Boyles, M., & Sheffler, D. (2019). University of North Florida Pilgrimage Project. Presented at
the Inaugural Conference of the Florida Digital Humanities Consortium (FLDH). Jacksonville, FL.
Chaires, J. & Parlette, R. (2019). Top-Notch Templates: Your Secret Weapon in Successfully Meeting
QM Standards. Presented at 3rd Annual TOPkit Workshop. Orlando, FL.
Hulen, K. (2019). Community of Practice on Sustainable Instructional Design Teamwork. Presented at 3rd
Annual TOPkit Workshop. Orlando, FL.
Archer, A., Ehrlich, S. (2018). Implement the universal design for learning (udl) framework by providing
learners with options for how to express what they know. In Chen, B., deNoyelles, A., & Thompson, K.
(Eds.), Teaching Online Pedagogical Repository. Orlando, FL: University of Central Florida Center for
Distributed Learning. Retrieved December 4, 2018 from https://topr.online.ucf.edu/r_6fawsbevqlu7daj
Hulen, K. (2018). Community of Practice on Sustainable Instructional Design Teamwork. Presented at
Online Learning Consortium (OLC) 2018 Accelerate Conference. Orlando, FL.
Miller, D. (2018). Something to Talk About: Moving to a New LMS. Presented at WICHE Cooperative for
Educational Technologies (WCET) 30th Annual meeting: Portland, OR.
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Strategic Updates
2019-2020 Strategic Action Items
1. Revise DL course development process to streamline timeframe and increase course design reviews.
2. Develop a Canvas Support Module for Instructors (facilitation plan, analytics).
3. Increase support for faculty adoption of OERs and other low-cost instructional materials.
4. Improve the accessibility of instructional materials in Canvas.
5. Develop a plan for use of LMS data to improve outcomes for students, faculty, and institution.
6. Partner with the Writing Center on the development of academic integrity modules for faculty and
students in support of institutional QEP.
7. Explore creation of a Student Success module in Canvas to connect students with important campus
resources.
8. Explore expansion of CIRT media services to students for class projects.
9. Complete a literature review of the effect of media use on student engagement.
10. Review and revise CIRT workshops to focus on practices that support student success, such as
frequent feedback, active learning pedagogies, differentiated instruction, and behavioral nudges.

Strategic Action Items Completed in 2018-2019
1. Expand processes and support structures to facilitate content accessibility in the LMS.
A plan to improve the accessibility of instructional materials in Canvas was developed and resources
to implement secured. The project kicked off summer 2019.
2. Identify opportunities for Canvas to support institutional goals.
This work began and will continue. Examples include an OER Hub, digital textbook delivery, and
exploration of relationships between student success and Canvas tool use.
3. Create a repository of cover (b-roll) video for use by CIRT and the University.
Cover (b-roll) video was created and we are researching storage/search platforms.
4. Increase the efficiency and effectiveness of video production services.
Project intake and tracking was improved with a new management system and video production
space and capacity expanded.
5. Establish a distinctive unit to manage distance learning administration.
UNF Online was established for this purpose in early 2019.
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Center for Instruction
and Research Technology

(904) 620-3927
www.unf.edu/cirt
www.facebook.com/cirtunf
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